Capital Letters

Start Here

Sample 1

T S M
Z L
K P W
A U

Small Letters

Sample 1

m e b
n f
v o p
k h

Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.

Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.
Words: Girl, Pot, Sky, Book, Blue, Fat, Dog, Fan, Play, Go

Sample 1:

My name is Hina.
I live in a small village.
There is a garden.
We play in the evening.

Sentence: I am a boy.
I like red color.
The sky is blue.
I have a big kite.

Sample 1:

Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.
Ask the child to say the meaning of the words in the local language.

Ask the child only to read one set of sentences, 2 out of 4 must be correct.
Ask the child to say the meaning of the sentences in the local language.
Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.

Capital Letters

G    A    T
R    X
B    E    N
V    H

Small Letters

d    t    y
z    s
C    K    n
u    o

PAGE 1
Words

Sit  Door  Cake
Cow   Jump
Doll  Iron  Key
Eye   Big

Sample 2

Sentence

I love my parents.
I have two sisters.
We are a small family.
We live in a big house.

Sample 2

Sentence

There is a cow.
It is brown in color.
It eats grass.
It has a long tail.

Ask the child to say the meaning of the words in the local language.
Start Here

Capital Letters

Sample 3

H M O
S Z
T P D
B A

Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.

Small Letters

Sample 3

k s u
f x	n i c
p e

Ask only 5, of which 4 must be correct.
English Tools

Words

Nest  Kite  Fan
Cold  Big
Jump  Van  Key
Like  Door

Sample 3

Sentence

Omar is my brother.
He is in class four.
He is a good student.
He likes to read books.

Sample 3

Sentence

I go to school daily.
School is near my house.
It has many rooms.
My teacher is the best.

Ask the child to say the meaning of the words in the local language.

Ask the child to say the meaning of the sentences in the local language.